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LOEWY SERIES OF CERTAIN INDECOMPOSABLE
MODULES FOR FROBENIUS SUBGROUPS

ZONGZHU LIN

Abstract. We imitate some approaches in infinite dimensional representa-

tion theory of complex semisimple Lie algebras by using the truncated cate-

gory method in the categories of modules for certain Frobenius subgroups of

a semisimple algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of characteris-

tic p > 0. By studying the translation functors from p-singular weights to

p-regular weights, we obtain some results on Loewy series of certain indecom-

posable modules.

Introduction

Lusztig's conjecture in the modular representation theory states that the char-

acter of a simple module can be calculated from a set of polynomials related

with the affine Weyl group. Andersen's work [1] shows that Lusztig's conjec-

ture is actually equivalent to the following fact: when one translates the simple

module across an upper alcove wall, one will get a module which has Loewy

length at most three. So the study of the translation functors turns out to be

interesting and important. However, the behavior of translation functors is far

from being understood. In this paper, we study the translation functors from

p-singular weights to p-regular weights to obtain some results on the Loewy

series of certain modules for Frobenius subgroups.
The representation theory of complex semisimple Lie algebras is an important

source of methods in the representation theory of algebraic groups over fields

of prime characteristic. These two theories are somehow parallel. The Lusztig

conjecture is analogous to the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture and the Jantzen con-

jecture is analogous to the Jantzen conjecture for semisimple Lie algebras.

Irving has a series of papers [9, 10, 12], in which he studied the translation

functors in the infinite dimensional representation theory of semisimple Lie al-

gebras, for which the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture has been proved. By studying

the translation functors, he proves that the Verma modules and the projective

covers of the simple modules with regular antidominant highest weights are

rigid (i.e., the radical and socle nitrations coincide). Furthermore, their socle

nitrations can be calculated from the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. Andersen

and Kaneda have imitated Irving's approach in the characteristic p case. It

turns out that Lusztig's conjecture gives not only the multiplicity of a simple

module in a Weyl module, but also its position in the radical structure of that
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Weyl module (in the generic situation). So the situation is completely analogous

to the case of the semisimple Lie algebra.
In order to make the idea clear, we recall some facts in the category cf for

a complex semisimple Lie algebra. The Verma modules with dominant highest

weights are projective and the projective cover of a simple module with regular

antidominant highest weight is achieved by the translation functor from the

Verma module M(-p). In the case of characteristic p , Koppinen in [16] has

noticed that around a special point, the situation is similar to that of Verma

modules. This idea also appears in the work of Andersen and Kaneda [2].

The main idea in this paper is to imitate Irving's method in studying the trans-

lation functors for semisimple Lie algebras. We need some categories which
have the similar property as the category cf does. These categories can be

obtained by truncating the usual category. In these categories, the injectives
are smaller, so homological methods can be applied to the injective modules to

study the structure of some interesting modules such as those obtained from

induced modules via translation functors from /^-singular weights to p-regular

weights.
In § 1, we give the definition of the truncated category. In order to avoid the

complications when a weight is close to a dominant chamber wall, we work over

the Frobenius subgroups GrT. There are two truncation functors, which are

the left and right adjoint functors of the inclusion functor. They are right and

left exact respectively and related by the duality functor introduced in [7].

In §2, we study the injective and projective modules in the truncated category.

The structure of the projective modules can be obtained from that of injective
modules via the duality functor. So we concentrate on the injective modules.

We prove that the indecomposable injective modules have a "good" filtration

and the so-called "Brauer-Humphreys" reciprocity holds. Then we imitate the
approach of Andersen and Kaneda, and give an upper bound for the socle series

of injective modules.

In §3, we study the translation functor in the truncated category and relate

them to injective modules. Then using the theory we have established in trun-

cated categories, we get some properties of the usual translation functors.

In §4, assuming the Lusztig conjecture, we prove that, in a p-singular block,

the injective modules and the induced modules have the expected Loewy length,

which has been proved by Andersen and Kaneda to be a lower bound. It is also

proved that the module obtained via translating an induced module with p-

singular highest weight to a p-regular weight is rigid and the upper bound given

in §2 for these modules is the socle filtration. We expect the induced modules

with /^-singular weights to be rigid. Then the nitrations obtained from the socle

and radical nitrations of induced modules with p-regular highest weights via

translation functors are Loewy nitrations, hence the socle and radical nitrations

of the induced modules with ¿»-singular highest weights. This has been verified

for rank 2 groups [17, 18].

Notations. G is a connected and simply connected semisimple algebraic group

defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0. We suppose

that G is defined on the prime field Fp . Let T be a split maximal torus of

G and X(T) the character group of T. The elements of X(T) are also called

weights. R is the root system corresponding to the pair (G, T) and R+ is the
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set of positive roots. Choose a Borel subgroup B such that all roots in B are

negative roots. There is a partial order in X(T) such that X > p if X - p is in

NR+ . The Weyl group W = N(T)/T acts on X(T) in a natural way. There

isa W-invariant inner product ( , ) on X(T)®R and W is generated by

the reflections sa (a e R+) defined via sa(X) = X- (X, ay)a (av is the coroot

of a). The "dot" action of W on X(T) is defined by w • X = w(X + p) - p

(\/XeX(T)).Here p = ±Ea€R><*.
The affine Weyl group Wp acting on X(T) is generated by all sa,„ (aeR+

and n e Z) such that sap „ • X = sa • X + npa for all X e X( T). Let X,
p e X(T). We say X is linked to p if X e Wp - p. We say X is strongly linked
to p, denoted by X î p, if either X = p or there is a sequence of weights

X = Xq, Xx, ... , Xk = p such that A,-_i = sQ, ;„, ■ A, with some positive roots a,

and (A,+ p, qV) > «,-p .
Let G> F be the pullback of T in G via the rth Frobenius homomorphism

and BrT the pullback of T in B . For each p e X(T) ,v/e denote

Zr(p) = Indgr/i   and   Zr(/z) = CoindJvÇ./i.

Let Lr(p) denote the unique simple submodule of Z'r(p), which is also the

unique simple quotient of Zr(p). By Qr(p), we denote the injective hull, which

is also the projective cover, of Lr(p) in the category % of all finite dimensional

G-T-modules. By the strong linkage principle, any two simple factors Lr(X) and

Lr(p) occurring as composition factors in an indecomposable module satisfy

X e Wp-p. We denote by ^ the category of GrT modules whose composition

factors have all of their highest weights in Wp - p .

Recall that Zr(p) and Z'r(p) are indecomposable and all of their composi-

tion factors have highest weights strongly linked to p. We will refer to Jantzen's

book [ 13] for unexplained facts or notations.

1. TRUNCATED CATEGORIES

1.1. Let us fix a weight X in X(T). The category 2^ is an Abelian category.

Let %(X) be the full subcategory of % such that each object of %(X) has
only those simple factors whose highest weights are strongly linked to X. We

call %(X) a truncated category in ^ . It is easily seen that %(X) is an Abelian
category. Suppose 0-t¥-tJV-*£-»0 is an exact sequence in &¿. Then

N is an object in f¿t(X) if and only if both M and E are objects in i/t(X).

In other words, %(X) is a dense subcategory of 1¿x ■ The idea of constructing
the truncated categories appears first in Donkin's work [5] for reductive groups.

See [6, 3, 4] for further discussion.

1.2. Let us denote the inclusion functor by x : %(X) —> ̂. Then x is full,

faithful, and exact. Next we construct its right and left adjoint functors and

prove that they are left and right exact respectively.

Lemma. Let M be an object in %x. There is a unique maximal submodule

I(M) in M and a unique quotient P(M) such that both I(M) and P(M) are

objects in í¿t(X).

Proof. Let Mx and M2 be submodules of M, which are objects in %(X).

Then the fact that Mx + A/2 is an object in %(X) follows from the following

exact sequence:

0 -» Mx -► Mx + M2 -> M2/(MX n M2) -* 0.
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Therefore I (M) is uniquely determined. To prove the uniqueness of P(M),

let us consider two submodules Nx and N2 such that both M/Nx and M/N2

are objects in %(X). We show that M/(NX r\N2) is also an object in %(X). It
follows from the exact sequence

0 -» N2/(NX n N2) -» M/(JVi n A2) -» Af/V2 -» 0

that it suffices to show N2/(NX n A^) is an object in »34(A). However,

N2/(NX n 7v"2) C Af/Vi. We are done.   D

Remarks. (1) By the definitions of I(M) and P(M) for each M in 2^, we
can see the following universal properties of I(M) and P(Af) : For any object

N in %(X) and any map /' : N —> A/ (or f : M -* N) in ^4 , there is a unique

map g : V —> /(Af ) (or g : /'(Af ) —> TV) such that / factors through G.
(2) I and P (if there is any confusion, we will add the subscript A to identify

that they are related to the category %(X)) are well defined covariant functors

from % to %(X).

Proposition. / is the right adjoint functor and P is the left adjoint functor of x.

Proof. This is easily seen from the remarks above.   D

1.3. Let us recall that the duality functor D : í¿x —► %x is defined as follows:

Let o : G —» G be the automorphism corresponding to the automorphism of

the root system: a »-> -a. It is clear that o induces an automorphism of the

subgroup scheme GrT. Then for each G,T-module M, D(M) is defined to

be the module (M*)° . Here M* is the dual module of M. The functor D is
exact, contravariant, and has the following properties:

(i) £>2 = id,

(ii) ch D(M) = chM for all module M in 1¿k ,

(iii) DLr(p) = Lr(p),

(iv) D Soc' M = Cap' D(M).

Here Soc' M and Rad' M are defined as usual and Cap' M = M/ Rad' M,

while ch M is the character of M regarded as a T-module. If we set Soc, M

= Soc' M/Soc'-1 M and Cap'Af = Rad'-1 Af/Rad'M, then Z)Soc,M =
Cap, DM.

It is easily seen from (ii) and (iii) that a module Af in 2^ is in %(X) if

and only if D(M) is. So the restriction of D to %(X) is also exact and sends

objects in %(X) to objects in %(X).

Proposition.  D o P = I o D and P o D = D o /.

Proof. We only prove the first equality. Let us consider the exact sequence

Af -» P(M) —> 0. Applying the exact functor D to it one gets 0 —► D(P(M)) —>
D(M). As D(P(M)) is an object in %(X), there is a unique injective map

/ : D(P(M)) —> I(D(M)). Applying the functor D once again we get the

following commutative diagram:

M-► P(M) -► 0
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Here D(f) is onto since / is injective. However, the maximality of P(M)

implies that there is a unique map g : P(M) —> DID(M) such that the above

diagram commutes. Note that g has to be onto as the vertical map is onto.
Now one can show from the diagram that g and D(f) are inverse to one
another.   D

1.4. It is natural to ask whether the functors / and P are exact or not. How-

ever, by the exactness of D and Proposition 1.3, one can see that the exactness

of P and that of / are equivalent. Unfortunately, / is not right exact unless

A is a special point as one can see by applying / to the exact sequence

Z'r(X*) - Lr(X) -» 0.

Here, X* is the weight such that Z'r(X#) has simple cap Lr(X), and I(Z'r(X*)) =

0.

Proposition.  / is left exact and P is right exact.

Proof. The proposition follows from Proposition 1.2 and the following lemma,

which is suggested by Jantzen.

Lemma. Let T : $f -» 38 and S :3ê —> j/ be covariant functors between exact

additive categories. If T is left adjoint of S, then T is right exact and S is left

exact.

Proof. We only prove the statement for T. Let Ax -» A2 —* At, -> 0 be ex-

act in J/ . By 13.2.5 of [19], the exactness of T(AX) -> T(A2) -> T(A3) -> 0
is equivalent to exactness of 0 —> Horn^T^), B) -*■ Yíom¿g(T(A2), B) -»

Hom& (T(Ax), B) for all B . But the latter is equivalent to the exactness of

0 -» Hom^(A3,S(B)) -> HomJ/(A2, S(B)) -» Hom^(Ax, S(B)) by the ad-
jointness of (T, S). Now the last exactness follows from the left exactness of
Honw(?,S(5)).    D

1.5. Recall that %x has enough injective objects and projective objects. It fol-

lows from Proposition 1.2 that P sends projective objects to projective objects

and / sends injective objects to injective objects since the inclusion functor x

is exact.

Proposition.  %(X) has enough injective and projective objects.

Proof. Let Af be an object in %(X) and Q —> Af —> 0 be exact with Q
projective in yx • Now the right exactness of P gives the exact sequence

P(Q) —► Af —> 0 and P(Q) is projective in %(X) (but may not be projec-

tive in %f) by the above argument. The other half can be done similarly.   D

Let Lr(v) be a simple module in %(X) and Qr(v) be its projective cover

(and its injective hull as well) in ^ . Therefore DQr(v) = Qr(u). It follows

from the above argument that IQT(v) and PQr(v) are injective and projective

respectively in %(X). We claim that IQr(v) and PQr(v) are the injective

hull and the projective cover of Lr(v) in %(X) respectively if Lr(v) is an

object in %(X). In fact, we have SocIQr(v) = Lr(v) since IQr(v) Ç Qr(v).

Cap PQr(u) = Lr(v) can be seen in the similar way. So we denote by I(v) and

P(v) the injective hull and the projective cover of Lr(v) in %(X) respectively.

Note that the functor D : %(X) — %(X) is exact, full, and faithful. Then
we have Hom^iW(DN, DM) = Hon%/W(Af, N).   Hence N is injective if
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and only if DN is projective. Now DLr(v) = Lr(v) implies DI(v) = P(v).

Therefore the theory for injectives can be interpreted for projectives via D.

2. The structure of injectives

2.1. Jantzen [13, II 11.4] proved that, in the category Wk, the injective hull

Qr(v) of Lr(v) has a filtration

0 = Af° ç Af ' ç ■ • ■ ç Af* = Qr(v)

suchthat M'/M'~l = Z'r(v¡) and the number of times the factor Z'r(vi) appears

in the filtration is exactly the number of times Lr(v) appears in a composition

series of Z'r(v¡), i.e.,

(Qr(v) : Z'r(Vi)) = [Z'r(vx) : Lr(v)}.

From now on, we say a module Af has a good filtration if it has a filtration with

factors of the form Z'r(v) and we use (Af : Z'r(v)) (which does not depend

on the choice of the good filtration by [5]) to stand for the number of Z'r(v)

appearing in the filtration, and [E : L] stands for the multiplicity of a simple

module L in a module E.

One may ask if this kind of reciprocity still holds in the category %(X). If a

weight v is low enough relative to A, then I(v) = Qr(v) and we do have the

above reciprocity.

Lemma. // ExtlGrT(Z'r(vx), Z'r(v2)) ^ 0 for some i > 0, then v2\vx.

Proof. It follows from [18] that Ext!GrT(Lr(p), Z'r(v2)) ¿ 0 implies v2\ p. One

can see that Ext'GrT(Z'r(vx), Z'r(v2)) ^ 0 implies Ext'GrT(Lr(p), Z^(u2)) / 0 for

some p with [Z^(ux): Lr(p)] ^ 0. Now the lemma follows from the strong

linkage principle. One can also see [14] for the proof.   G

2.2. By using Lemma 2.1, we can arrange the filtration of QT(v) in such a way

that if Af'/Af'-1 = Z'r(vi), then v¡ \ Vj implies i < j.

Proposition.  I(v) has a good filtration in %(X) and

(I(v) : Z'r(p)) = [Z'r(p) : Lr(v)].

Proof. Let K be the submodule of Qr(v) with a good filtration which is a

part of a good filtration of Qr(v) such that K contains all and only those

factors Z'r(v¡) of Qr(v) with v¡ \ X. The existence of K can be easily seen

from Lemma 2.1. Therefore, Qr(v)/K does not contain any factor Z'r(vt) with

¡v, î A. It follows from the definition of K and the strong linkage principle that

K is an object in the category %(X). Thus K ç I(v) by the maximality of

I(v) in Qr(v). We claim that the equality holds.
Suppose 0 = Af° ç Af ' ç ■ ■ ■ ç Af* = Qr(v) is a filtration such that M' = K

for some z. I(v) ^ K implies that there is a j > i such that I(v) ç Af and

I(v) <t Mj~x . Let MJ/MJ-[ - Z'r(vf). Then v¡ is not strongly linked to A by

the definition of K. But we have a nonzero homomorphism I(v) —> Z'r(vf).

So Lr(vj) has to be a composition factor of I(v) since it is the unique simple

submodule of Z'r(vf). This is a contradiction because I(v) is an object in

%(X). Hence I(v) = K and I(v) has a good filtration.

To show the reciprocity, we recall that Z'r(p) is an object in %(X) if and

only if p î A.    With the above construction we have  (Qr(v) : Z'r(p)) =
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(K : Z¡.(p)) for all weights p strongly linked to A. So the equality in the
theorem follows from the reciprocity for Qr(v) in ^ .   D

Remarks. ( 1 ) Similar results for reductive groups has been obtained by Donkin

[5, (3.2), (12.1.6), (12.1.9)]. For more general categorical results, one can see

[4]. One can also follow Donkin's argument to get the proof for the above

proposition also. The proof given here follows from Irving's argument in [11],

which gives another way to characterize the module I(v).

(2) In order to consider the filtration for the projective covers of simple

modules, we recall that Zr(v) = Coind^z/ = Z¡.(w0, v - 2(pr - l)p) and

DZ'r(v) = Zr(v). So a similar proposition can be stated for the projective

modules.

Corollary.  I(X) = Z'r(X).

Proof. Let p } X with (/(A) : Z'r(p)) ± 0. Then [Z'r(p) : Lr(X)] f 0 and A î p .
This forces p — X. Now the corollary follows from the fact [Z'r(X) : Lr(X)] = 1

and the proposition,   o

Remark. By using this corollary and Lemma 2.1 we can see that the exact se-

quence 0 —♦ Z'r(p) —> M —> Z'r(X) —, 0 splits if Lr(X) is a submodule of Af.

2.3. In the rest of this section, we study the socle structure of the injective

modules I(v). Thanks to Proposition 2.2, I(v) has a good filtration, so the

method used for Qx(v) by Andersen and Kaneda in [2] can be used here. Let

us recall some facts from [2].

For a module Af, we denote by [Af] = Y\M : L]L the element corre-

sponding to Af in the Grothendieck group as well as the character of Af, by

understanding ch(Af) = £[Af : L] ch(L). Here the sum is taken over all sim-

ple modules. We shall write [Af] > [N] if [M : L] > [N : L] for all simple
modules L.

Suppose O^N ^+ M ^ E ^0 is exact. If tt(Soc;o Af ) = 0, then

( 1 ) [Soc* N] + [Soc'"-'0 E] > [SocJ Af].

By applying the functor D, we have

(2) [Cap7 E] + [Cap7Wo N] > [CapJ Af ]

if Cap70 Af = CapJO E (i..e, N ç Rad70 Af ).

Let us fix a good filtration 0 = Af° ç Af1 ç ■■ • ç Mk = I(v) with

Af/Af'-1 = Z'r(v¡) such that z/; ] v¡ implies i < j. Let us also fix a weight p

such that p î A. Set s = max{z>, = p} . Then (I(u) : Z'r(p)) = (Ms : Z'r(p)).

The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 3.5 in [2].

Lemma,  (i)   [AF : Lr(p)] = [Z'r(p) : Lr(u)].

(ii)   [Soc; AF : Lr(p)] = [SocJ Z'r(p) : Lr(v)].

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.5 in [2]. However, the injective

module I(v) may fail to be projective. So we give a proof of (i) here.

Note that P(p) is the projective cover of Lr(p) in %(X). We have

[AF : Lr(p)} - dimUomGrT(P(p), AF)

= dim{/ e HomGrT(P(p), I(v))\ no weight of Im(/) is > p},

[Z'r(p) : Lr(v)] = dimHomG,r(/» , Z'r(p))

= dim{/ 6 Hon\GrT(P(v), I(p))\no weight of Im(/) is > p}.
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Now / !->• D(f) defines an isomorphism

HomGrT(P(p), /(i/)) -» HomG,r(/>), I(p)).

Keeping in mind that Im(D(f)) = D(Im(f)), we have

ch(Im(/)) = ch(Im(D(/))).

Therefore, this isomorphism induces an isomorphism between the above de-

scribed subspaces and the equality in (i) follows.   D

2.4. Proposition. For any m > 0 and v \ X, we have

(3) [SOC" /(!/)] < £ EtS°C> Z'r^ '■ Lr(K)][S0Cm+X-} Z'r(p)].

ßU   j

Proof. As we mentioned before, Z'r(p) is an object in %(X) if and only if

pi X. We can copy the proof given by Andersen and Kaneda in [2, 3.6-3.7].   D

2.5. Let v , p e Wp • A and v \ X, p] X. The following result is an analogue

of a result of Irving for category cfx [10]. The first version of this result was

due to Landrock for the group algebras of finite groups.

Theorem. For any i > 1, we have

(A) [Soc, I(v) : Lr(p)] = [Soc, I(p) : Lr(v)}.

Proof. It is enough to show [Soc' I(v) : Lr(p)] = [Soc' I (p.) : Lr(v)]. Note

that [M : L] = [DM : L] for any module Af and simple module L. Since

Z>(Soc; 1(h)) = Cap' DI(p) = Cap' P(p),

[Soc' I(p) : Lr(u)] = [Cap* P(p). L^ = dimHomGrr(Cap'>(//), I(u)).

Now the theorem follows from the fact that

HomGr7-(Cap'Af, N) = HomGrT(M, Soc'A)

for any Grr-modules N and Af.   G

2.6. One may ask whether the inequality given in Proposition 2.4 is an equality

or not. The following result gives some information toward a positive answer.

Corollary. Let v, p \ X. If [Soc, Z'r(v) : Lr(p)] — t, then there are submodules

UÇV of I(p) with good filiations such that V/U = Z'r(v)®t and

[Soc, V : Lr(v)].= t   and   [Soc, U : Lr(v)] = 0.

Proof, v \ X implies that %(v) is a full subcategory of %(X). We denote

by il the restriction of the functor Iv : %x —> %(v) to %(X). Then we have

Iv = I*oIx. Especially we get Z'r(v) = h(Qr{v)) = /¿(/(^)) (we still use I(v)

to denote the injective object in %(X)) and I^I(p) is the injective hull of Lr(p)

in the category %(v). Now we can apply the formula of Theorem 2.5 to the

category %(v) and get

[Soc,/¿/(//0 : Lr(v)} = [Soc,Z» : Lr(p)].

Recall that I„I(p) has a good filtration and all of its factors have the form

Z'r(r\) with n \ v . Thus each copy of Lr(v) has to occur in a factor Z'r(v) of

Iil(p). We can choose a good filtration 0 = Af° ç Af ' ç • • ç AF = l£l(p)

such that the smallest number j with Soc' I^I(p) ç AF in this filtration is the
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smallest one among all good nitrations of I^I(p). Now let V = Af . Let Co

be defined such that Soc' I*I(p)/Uo = Lr(v)®'. We can define C from Co in

V in the same way as we define V from Soc' I„I(p) in I„I(p) ■ Then one can

easily check the conditions for C and V by using the remark following the
corollary in 2.2.   D

Remark. I(p) is not rigid if Lr(p) occurs in more than one socle layer in Z'r(X)

according to the above proof, since one can put all factors of the form Z'r(X) on

the top and therefore all the composition factors of the form Lr(X) will appear

in only one radical layer.

2.7. Let Af be a module of finite length. We denote the Loewy length of Af

by //(Af), which is the smallest i with Soc' Af = Af and also the smallest i

with Rad' Af = 0. Here we can get some lower bound to the Loewy length of

some special modules in ^ .

Corollary (A). // [Soc, Z'r(X) : Lr(p)] ¿ 0, then ll(I(p)) > i + U(Z'r(X)) - 1.

Proof. Take A = v in Corollary 2.6.   G

For each weight p in X(T), we have a unique decomposition p = pQ+prpx

with po e Xr(T) (the set of //-restricted weights).

Corollary (B). ll(Qr(p)) > 2ll(Z'r(wo(po) +PrPi + 2(f - l)p)) - 1.

Proof. Let A = Wo(po) + Prß\ + 2(pr - l)p. If we can show Qr(p) = I(p) in

the category %(X), we are done by Corollary (A). So we only need to show

that all factors Z'r(n) of Qr(p) satisfy r\ \ X. Since Qr(p) has the unique

simple quotient Lr(p), Z'r(X) has to appear in the top for any good filtration

of Qr(p). If there is an n with [Z'r(p) : Lr(n)] ^ 0 such that r\ is not strongly

linked to A, we can use the extension property in 2.1 to show that Qr(p) has a

good filtration with Z'r(n') on the top for some weight n' such that n' is not
strongly linked to A. This is a contradiction and the corollary follows.   G

Remark. For r — 1, this result has been proved by Andersen and Kaneda [2].

3. Translation functors

As we have seen in Corollary 2.2, /(A) can be characterized by some induced

modules. In this section we can see that the injective hulls of the simple modules

with highest weights close to A and "around" a p-singular weight behave like

the projective modules in the category cf for a complex semisimple Lie algebra

and the induced modules are like the Verma module with a possibly "smaller"

root system.

3.1. Recall that the affine Weyl group Wp acting on X(T)®9i is generated by the

reflections sa,np in the hyperplanes Hanp — {x e X(T)<g>R\(x + p, ay) = np}

(a e R and n e Z). The connected components of the complement of (J Ha ; np

in X(T) ® R are called alcoves. The closure of an alcove is a fundamental

domain of the Wp-action on X(T) ® R. Each facet as defined in [13, II 6.2] is
contained in the closure of an alcove. With the chosen positive root system, we

can talk about the upper closure of a facet as in [13, II 6.2]. We will use F or

A to denote the upper closure of a facet F or an alcove A .
Let p e X(T) and write p = po + PrP\ with p0 e Xr(T). We can define

a new action of Wp on X(T) by wr • p = p0 + prw • px for all w e Wp and
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p e X(T). For each p e X(T), we use Wß to denote the stabilizer of p

in Wp . Then Wß is a finite subgroup of Wp and is generated by reflections

with the fixed hyperplanes going through p . One can view Wp as a Coxeter

group acting on the set of alcoves, so that Wß (as the stabilizer of the set of

alcoves containing p in their closures) is a parabolic subgroup of Wp. Then

the restriction of the length function /(•) of Wp to Wß is the length function

of Wß on its own. We will use wß to denote the unique longest element of

Wß. If A is an alcove containing p in its closure, there is a unique alcove
A~ which contains p in its upper closure and is minimal in the set Wß • A

(the order defined on the set of all alcoves is consistent with the strong linkage

order). So A+ = wß • A~ is the unique maximal one. We call a weight p a

//-special point if p = prv - p for some v in X(T). In the rest of this paper

we assume p > h (h is the Coxeter number of the root system), so that each

alcove contains an integral weight.

3.2. Our motivation is the following. If p is a //-special point and A is a

weight in A+ , then the module TßZ'r(p) is the injective hull of Lr(wß • A) in

the category Vx ■ (We abuse the notation here: we will simply use the weights A

and p to denote the translation functor instead of their images in the bottom

alcove under the ^-action.) This is true because Z'r(p) is injective in the

category %ß. This is not true if p is not a //-special point. However this is

the case if we consider them in a suitably smaller category.

Let p be a weight with the stabilizer Wß in Wp . Let A be a weight in a facet

F such that F (the closure of F) contains p. Clearly we have Wß D Wx.

The set Wß • X possesses a unique minimal weight denoted by A# and a unique

maximal weight with respect to the strong linkage order. We will assume that

A is the maximal one.

With the above notation we need to ask if the translation functors Tj¡¡ and

T% are defined between %(p) and %f,(X).

Lemma,  (i) If M is an object in %(p), then TßM is an object in Wt(X).

(ii) // N is an object in %(X), then T^N is an object in %(p).

Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma for simple modules, (i) Suppose y - p ] p

with y eWp . We need to show that all composition factors of TßLr(y • p) are

in %t(X). It is enough to show that all the weights in the set {yw • X\w e Wß}

are strongly linked to A since TßLr(y - p) ç TßZ'r(y • p) and

chTfeKy - p) =    £    chZ'r(ywX).
weWp/Wi

If we can show that y-X' î A' for all A' e Wß-X we are done since A is maximal.
Further we can assume that y = sa ; „p for some a e R+ and (p + p, av ) > np .

Now p is in the closure of the facet containing A'. We must have (X'+p, av) >

np . This proves (i).

(ii) This is easier than (i) since T^Lr(y • X) = Lr(y - p) if y - p is in the upper

closure of the facet containing y • X and 0 otherwise. We need to show y-p]p

if y • X ] X. Similarly we may assume that y = sa,np with (X + p, ay) > np .

So we have (p + p, av) > np and we are done.   G
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Corollary,  (i)   Tß  and T£ are a pair of adjoint functors between %(X) and

%(ß).
(ii)   T¿   and T* send injective (projective) modules to injective (projective)

modules.   G

3.3. In this subsection we assume that A and p as in 3.2. If Af is a module in

%(p) with simple Cap'(Af), then the adjointness of the pair (T£ , Tjf) shows

that Cap'(r^Af) is simple and, therefore, T^Af is indecomposable in %(X).

In general, TßM is indecomposable if Af is indecomposable in %(p). In fact,

Af is a sum of submodules N¡ (i = 1, 2, ... , t) with simple Cap1 (A,) and

nonzero image under the quotient map Af —> Cap'(Af). Af is indecomposable

implies that any two such submodules have a nonzero intersection. Since an ex-

act functor preserves intersection and sum, all the submodules TJ¡N¿ (T^M is a

sum of these submodules) are contained in the same indecomposable component

of TßM (Tx is faithful), therefore T*M is indecomposable. In particular,

TßZ'r(p) is indecomposable and has simple socle Lr(X#). On the other hand,

Zr(p) is injective in %t(p) by Corollary 2.2. Thus we have TJ¡Z'r(p) = I(X#).

Therefore all the arguments in §2 for injectives work for TßZ'r(p). In particular,

TßZ'r(p) has a good filtration.

Proposition. If Z'r(v) is in %(X), i.e.,  v î A.   Then [Z'r(v) : Lr(X#)] = 1  if
v e Wß • X and 0 otherwise.

Proof. Let us recall that the translation functor T£ sends a simple module to

a simple module or zero. Let v = y • A# for some y eWp . Then T^Z'r(v) =

Z'r(y-p). The above discussion shows that [T%Z'r(v) : Lr(p)] = [Z'r(v) : Lr(X#)].

However [Z'r(y • p) : Lr(p)] / 0 implies p ] y • p . But by the proof of Lemma

3.2 we have y-p}p. This forces y • p = p and y e Wß . It is well known that

[Z'r(p) : Lr(p)] = 1 . Now the proposition follows.   G

Remark. The above result has been proved by Koppinen [15].

3.4. In this subsection we use the setup for the weights A and p as in 3.2. But

we assume that A is /»-regular, i.e., Wx = {1} is trivial. In this case we can

say something about the position of Lr(Xn) in all Z'r(w - X) with w e Wß.

Since p > h as we assumed in 3.1, we can find an integral weight in each alcove

wall by [13, II 6.3(1)]. Let A' be a weight in Wß ■ X and F a wall of the
alcove containing A', such that p e F and X' > s • X' if s is the reflection

in the hyperplane containing F . For each integral weight v in F, we have a

nonsplitting exact sequence

0 -+ Z'r(s - A') -♦ T^Z'r(v) -» Z'r(X') -* 0

and dimHomc^Z^A'), Z'r(s - X')) - 1. Consider the nonzero map <p : Z'r(X')

—* Z'r(s-X'), which kills the socle of Z'r(X). In this way, we can have a sequence

of maps for each w e Wß ,

Zr(w -X#) ->-► Zr(X#).

Let à)w be the composite of the above maps. Then 4>w(Socl{-w) Z'r(w - X#)) - 0.

By applying the translation functor Tx  to this sequence of maps we see that the
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composition of these maps is not zero since each rf ((/>,) is an automorphism

of Z'r(p) (Tx((f>i) has already been seen to be an isomorphism for a suitable

choice of u). Thus we have proved the following.

Lemma,  (i)   [Socl{w) Z^(w ■ A#) : Lr(X#)] = 0;

(ii) T£Socl{w)Z{(wX#) = 0;

(iii) ll(Z'r(p))<ll(Z'r(X))-l(wß).

3.5. Again we assume A to be p-regular.

Proposition.  [Soc/(u,) TxßZ'r(p) : Lr(w • X#)] = 0 for all weWß.

Proof. By Lemma 3.4, [Soc,Z'r(w • X#) : Lr(X#)] ¿ 0 implies j > l(w). Now

using Proposition 3.3, the formula in 2.4 for /(A#) = TxZ'r(p) can be rewritten

as

[Soc"/(A#):Lr(u;-A#)]

< Y,  E tSoc> Z& ' A#): £r(A#)][Socn+1-; Z'r(y • A#) : Lr(w • A#)].
yewßj>i(y)

Now [Soc"+1_J Z'r(y-X#) : Lr(w-X#)] ¿ 0 implies that l(y) > l(w) and n -j >
0. Therefore n > l(w) and the proposition follows.   G

3.6. The following proposition resembles a result of Irving [9] for semisimple

Lie algebras.

Proposition. Let A be p-regular and p in the closure of the alcove containing

X. Then

(i) ll(TxLr(p))>l+2l(wß).

(ii) For any module M of finite length in %ß, ll(TxM) > //(Af) + 2l(wß).

Proof. To prove (i) we assume that A is maximal in the set Wß • X as in

3.2. Then we can consider the modules in the category %(X). Now we have

TxZ'r(p) = I(X#) and TxßLr(p) c I(X#). By Proposition 3.3 we get

[TxLr(p) : Lr(X#)] = [TxZ'r(p) : Lr(X#)} = \Wß\.

However, Soc' TxLr(p) = TxLr(p) n Soc' TxZ'r(p). If we denote j =

ll(TxLr(p)), we have the following:

\Wß\ = [SocsTxZ'r(p):Lr(X#)]

<   ¿2 E[Soc> Z> •X*) '■ Lr(X*)][Socs+l~J Zr(w • A#) : Lr(X#)].

For each w e Wß, there is only one jw > l(w) (as in 3.4) such that

lSoc,Z>.«:L,(A»)]={;   V¿¡»

If [Socs+l~j Zi(w-X#) : Lr(X#)} + 0, we have s+l-j> l(w). This shows that

^[Socj Z'j(w ■ A#) : Lr(A#)][Soci+1^' Z'r(w ■ A#) : Lr(X#)] = 1

j
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only if s + 1 > 2l(w) + 2, i..e, s > 1 + 2l(w). Therefore

\Wll\ = [SocsTfâ(p):Lr(U)]

implies s > 1 + 2l(wß) and (i) is proved.

To prove (ii), we may assume that CapAf is simple. Keeping in mind that

TßK is indecomposable if K is so, the argument is exactly the same as Irving's

proof of Proposition 3.3(H) in [9].   G

3.7. Let us introduce some notations. There is an involutive automorphism of

the Abelian group X(T) defined by A* = -w0(X) (for all A e X(T)). We define
the action wr(X) = Xo+prw(Xx) according to the decomposition A = Xo+prXx.

It is easy to check that wr • X e Wp • X and wr(X) e Wp • A. Further we set

X = X*Q-prXx,       X = 2(pr-l)-X.

Note that a h-> a* defines an automorphism of the root system and maps

positive roots to positive roots. So it induces an automorphism of the group

Wp (and also of W). This automorphism of the group Wp can be expressed

via y* • X = (y • (X*))* for y e Wp . Thus we have the following properties:

(i) (y • X)* = y* • X* for A e X(T) and y e Wp ,
(ii)  (sa>np)* = sa. ynP for a e R+ and n e Z.

Note that * sends simple roots to simple roots and highest short root to highest

short root. So we get l(y) = l(y*) for all y e Wp, i.e., the automorphism
preserves the length function of the Coxeter group Wp . By using the definition,

we can easily verify the following for X e X(T) and y eWp .

X = (w0)r(X*),    y~J. = y*-X,    X = w0-X* + 2prp.

If F is a facet, X e F if and only if A* e F*.

We can also define an automorphism of the group Wp such that y • X = y • X.

Here y = t2P>pWoy*Wot^,p   (t2P'P is the translation by 2prp on X(T)).

Lemma. Let X, p e X(T). Then

(i) XeWp-p if and only if Xe Wp • p.
(ii) * : Wx -> Wx> and ~ : Wk —► W~x are group isomorphisms and preserve

the length functions.

(iii) X,Xe Wp-X*.

(iv) A î p if and only if pi X.
(v) Both X and p are in the closure of a facet if and only if both X* and

p* are in the closure of a facet.   G

By the above discussion we can see that Tß. makes sense if Tx makes

sense. If Af is a finite dimensional G-T-module, so is the dual (as vector

space) module Af *.

Proposition. Let p, X be weights in the closure of an alcove. For any finite

dimensional GrT-module M, (T^M)* = 7jf. (Af*).

Proof. Recall that for a simple G-module L(v) with v dominant, we have

L(v)* = L(v*) and Lr(v)* = Lr(ï>) if Lr(v) is a simple Grr-module. Since all

the modules in the category % of Gr /"-modules are finite dimensional, taking
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dual defines an exact contravariant functor * : y -> %. It follows from the

discussion above that the functor * sends modules in the same block to modules

in the same block. Therefore we get the following commutative diagram:

*1 1*

Thanks to the lemma above, we have Prv. = Prp. If y e Wp such that

A = y • Xq and p = y • pG with AG, Pc € C (the closure of the bottom

alcove), then A* = y* • Xc and p* = y* • pc with X*c, pc e C.   Now if
v = w(p - A) 6 X+(T), then v* = w*(p* - A*) e X+(T) and w* e W. Now
we have

(rf Af)* = Prß.(L(u) <g> PrxM)* = Prß.(L(u)* ® PrA.Af*) = Ff.*Af*.    G

3.8. Recall from [13, II, Chapter 11] that Z'r(X)* = Z'r(X) and CapZr'(A) =
Lr(X)*. If Af is a finite dimensional module, then

(i) (Soc'Af)* = Cap'"(Af*).
(ii) Cap,Af = (Soc,Af*)*.

(iii) If Af is rigid, then Cap, Af = Soc//(A/)_,+1 Af.

Now assume A and p as in 3.4. We have studied the socle structure of the

module TßZ'r(p) in 3.5. In this subsection we study its radical structure. By

Proposition 3.7 we have

(5) TxZ'r(p) = (T£.Z'r(p)y.

Note that the map w • X ■-> w • X defines a bijection between Wß • A and Wß ■ X ,

which reverses the strong linkage order. Therefore X is the minimal element

and À# is the maximal element in the set Wß>~X. It follows from 3.5 that

[Socl^Tx:z'r(p):Lr(y-X)] = 0.

Now we can apply the duality functor to the above formula. Note that Lr(y • A)*

is the simple cap of Z'r(y • A).

Proposition,  (i)   [Cap"*' TxZ'r(p) : Lr(y^X)*] = 0 for all yeWß.

(ii) For all m > 0 we have

[Capm TxZ'r(p)] < Y, DCaP; Z> "A): Lr(Xy][Capm+x-] Z[(w • A)].

tuen;  j

Proof, (i) follows from the above argument.   Similarly, by using (5), we can

apply the duality functor to the formula in 2.4 for the module Tß.Z'r(p) to get

(ii).    D

4. Rigidity

4.1. Motivated by Irving's work on the structure of Verma modules, Andersen

and Kaneda [2] proved that, for a p-regular weight A, the injective module

öi (A) and the induced module Z[(X) are rigid if the Lusztig conjecture is true.
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Furthermore they proved that the socle filtration of Z[(X) can be calculated

from the generic inverse Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and the formula given

in 2.4 for the injective module Qx (X) is an equality. What they used in their

proof is the conjecture formulated by Andersen [1] analogous to the Vogan

conjecture for semisimple Lie algebras (sometimes called the Vogan conjecture

also), which is equivalent to the Lusztig conjecture. Let A be a p-regular weight

and p a weight in the closure of the alcove containing A such that | Wß\ = 2.

Now the Vogan conjecture can be stated as follows.

Conjecture. Let L be a simple module in ^ . Then ll(TßL) < 3.

The following facts have been proved by Andersen and Kaneda in [2] assum-

ing the Vogan conjecture, when A is a ^-regular weight.

(i) //(öi(A)) = l+2A.
(ii) ll(Z[(X)) = I + N.

(iii) Both öi(A) and Z[(X) are rigid.

Here N = l(wo). Throughout this section we assume the Vogan conjecture and
r= 1.

4.2. Theorem. Let X be p-regular and p a weight in the closure of the alcove

containing X. Then

(i) ll(Z[(p)) = N+l-l(wß).
(ii) ll(Qx(p)) = 2N+l-2l(wß).

(iii) ll(TxZ[(p)) = N+l+l(wß).

Proof. Recall that Andersen and Kaneda have shown in [2] by considering in-

tertwining maps that ll(Z[(p)) > N + I - l(wß). Now (i) is a consequence of

3.4(iii). Let A be maximal in the set Wß-X. Then we have TßQx(p) - QX(X#).

Now it follows from 4.1 (i) and 3.6(ii) that ll(Qx(p)) < 2N+ l-2l(wß). Noting
that Wf, = U^0(Mo)+/?/il +2{p-i)p, the equality in (ii) is a consequence of (i) and
Corollary (B) in 2.7.

To prove (iii) we consider the injectives in the category %(X). We use

induction on l(w) to show that ll(I(w-X)) < ll(Z[(X)) + l(w) for w eWß.If
l(w) = 0, we have /(A) — Z[(X). In general, let w e Wß . Suppose we are done

for all y eWß with l(y) < l(w). Let s eWß be a reflection in a wall of the
alcove containing w • A such that sw • X > w • X. Therefore, l(sw) = l(w) - 1 .

Consider the translation functor 6S across the s-wall. Since 6S annihilates the

socle Lx(sw • X) of I(sw • X), we can use the generalized Vogan conjecture [2,
Theorem 5.2] to get

ll(dsI(sw ■ X)) = ll(0s(I(sw • X)/Lx(sw ■ X))) < ll(I(sw -X)) + l.

If we can show Lx(w • X) ç 6sI(sw • X), I(w • X) will be a summand of

9sI(sw • X) since 6S sends injective modules in %(X) to injective modules in

%(X) and we are done. In fact, we have

Hom%(x)(Lx(w • X), 6sI(sw-X))

= Homm)(6sLx(w >X), I(sw-X)) = [0sLx(w • X) :Lx(sw-X)] = 1

since I(sw • X) is the injective hull of Lx(sw • X).

Now if we take w = wß we get ll(TxZ[(p)) < N + I + l(wß). The other

direction is a consequence of (i) and 3.6(ii).   G
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4.3. Now we can use the results of 4.2 to refine 3.4 as follows. Suppose one has

[Soc/(u,)+1 Z[(w-X#) : LX(X#)} = 0. Then

Soc/w+1 Z[(w -X#) C Ker(Z((u; -A#) -> Z'X(X#))

and thus T* Soc/(,")+1 Z[(w • X#) = 0.

On the other hand, we consider the composite cf> of the maps constructed in

3.4 such that the map <f> : Z[(X) -+ Z{(wX#) annihilates Soc/(u'u'',) Z[(X). Thus

we have
<KZ[(X)) ç Soc//(z''W)-/(*'u'') Z'x(wX#).

This yields T£(Socll{ZiW)-l{ww»] Z[(w • X#)) = Z[(p). So combining the above

argument we get ll(Z[(p)) < ll(Z[(X)) - l(wwß) - l(w) - 1 = ll(Z[(X)) -
l(wß) - 1 . This contradicts the Loewy length we got in 4.2. Therefore we have

the following for w eWß:

(6) p.eyZÎC.WtL.O.M-IJ  ¡££> + ' •

Remark. Actually, the above result does not need Vogan's conjecture. For one

can use the result of Andersen and Kaneda as mentioned in the proof of 4.2(i),

which is true without Vogan conjecture.

4.4. Now we can prove our main result on translation functors.

Theorem. Let X be a p-regular weight and p a weight in the closure of the

alcove containing X. If the Vogan conjecture is true, then TxZ[(p) is rigid and

for any m > 0,

(7) [Socm TxZ[(p)] = Y [Soc"1"'« Z[(w • X#)].

wew„

Here A# is the minimal element in Wß • X.

Proof. Keeping in mind that Z[(w • A#) is rigid for all we Wß , we can use
Proposition 2.4, Proposition 3.8, and (6) to get the following calculation for

m > 0.

[Socw TxZ'x(p)] + [CapN+l+l{w^m TxZ'x(p)]

<  Y ([Socm-'{w) Z[(w ■ A#)] + [CapN+ul{w")-m-'{ww^ Z[(w ■ A#)])

= Y ([Socw-/(u,) Z[(w • A#)] + [CapN+,-(m-IM) Z[(w • X#)])

t»e»;

= £[Z{(«;.A#)] = [r;iZi (/*)].

This shows that TßZ[(p) is rigid and the inequalities become equalities.   G

4.5. By Theorem 4.2, we have ll(Qx (p)) = 2ll(Z[(p)) - 1 . Note that the Loewy
length of Z[(p) depends only on the H^-orbit of p , i.e., ll(Z[(p)) = ll(Z[(p'))
if p' e Wp ■ p .

On the other hand, we can consider the dual module Qx(p)* = Qi(p) which

is the injective hull of Lx(p)* = Lx(p) in Vß . Note that taking duals induces
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an automorphism of the Grothendieck group of the category ^ . So from the

argument of 3.8 on taking duals and the formula of 2.4 (for the category %ß)

we can get the following (r is not necessarily 1):

[Capn Qr(p)] = [Socn Qr(m

(8) < EE[Cap,Z» : Lr(p)}[Capn+l-1 Z'r(u)}.
v    i

Lemma. If Z[(v) is rigid for all v such that [Z[(p) : Lx(v)] ^ 0, so is Qx(p)

and
[Soc^OiM] = EElSoc,Zi>) : Lx(p)][Socm+l~j Z[(v)].

"    ;

Proof. Note the rigidity of Z[(v)  gives Cap, Z|(z/) = Soc//(Z.(„))_i+i Z[(v).

Now we can use (8) for Qx(p) to calculate for n > 0 the following:

[Soc" Qx(p)] + [Cap2"^"»-1-" Qx(p)]

ï E (5^[Socí Z,'(i/) : Lx(p)][Socn+l-'Z'x(v)]
v     \   i

+ £[CaPj Z,»' : Lx(p)][Cap2ll{Z^-"-JZ{(u)]\

= EE[Soc<zi»:LiM]
v      i

• ([Soc"+1-' Z,»] + [Cap2//(z'W)-//(Z'("»-»+'■-» Z[(v)])

= ££[Soc,Zi(i/) : Li(p)][Z[(u)] = [Qx(p))].
v      i

Here the equalities follow from rigidity of Zx(v) and ll(Z[(v)) = ll(Z[(p)).
So the lemma follows.   G

Remark. If p is p-regular, this result has been proved by Andersen and Kaneda
by using the duality functor D and the formulation of the socle series of Z[(v)

in terms of ö-P°lynomials with some manipulation of the ö-Polynomials»

4.6. Let us return to the category %(X) with r = 1 and p-regular A. Recall

that Li(A) = CapZ[(A). As we have seen in the proof of Corollary (B) in 2.7

that QX(X) is in the category %(X), we have 1(1) = QX(X).

Theorem. Let r = 1 and X be p-regular. Suppose the Vogan conjecture is true.

If v î A and I(v) is the injective hull of Lx(v) in %(X), then

(9) [Socm /(i/)] = Y E[Soc; Z» : Lr(v)][Socm+l-J Z'r(p)}.

p-n j

Thus the inequality in 2.4 becomes equality.

Proof. Here the proof is similar to Irving's proof for the socle filtration of the

projective modules in the category cf in [10]. The idea is to show that all the

socles and caps of the factors Z[(p) in a good filtration of I(v) are in the socle

layer as described by the formula. Then the rigidity of Z[(p) will force all of

their socle layers to be placed in the socle layer of I(p) as described by the
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formula. However the socles of all the factors Z[(p) are in the desired socle

layers of I(v) by 2.6. So what we need to do is to show

(10)
[Socm/(z/) : Lx(p)*] = ££[Soc,Zi(,7) : L1(z/)][Socm+,_,Zi(?7) : Lx(p)*].

tfX    i

It follows from Theorem 2.5 that [Socm I(v) : Lx(p)*] = [Socm I(p) : Lx(v)].

Since p 1 X, we have I (p.) = Qx (p). Now we have proved in 4.5 the following:

[Socm Qx(p) : Lx(v)} = ^^[Soc,Zi(f7) : L,(/i)*][Socm+1_,Zi(,7) : Lx(v)]

1     i

= YY^Soc'Z'^ : Lx(v)][Socm-i+x Z'x(n) : Lx(Hn
1      i

Note that whenever [Z[(n) : Lx(p)*] ^ 0, Z[(r\) is a factor of Qx(p) and

n î p î A. So we get (10) and the theorem follows,   a
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